THE
OPUS
BY
ZAHA
HADID

AN EXTRAORDINARY VISION

A SCULPTURAL AND
EMBLEMATIC LANDMARK
FOR DUBAI, IMAGINED BY PURE GENIUS.

HER
LEGACY
LIVES
ON
The Opus by Zaha Hadid is a
magnificent tribute to the starchitect’s
magnum opus, as Dame Zaha Hadid
lives on through the work she loved and
nurtured, the landscape she helped shape,
and the new worldview of freedom and
fluidity that she bestowed.

SIMPLICITY IS
THE ULTIMATE
FORM OF
SOPHISTICATION
ZAHA HADID (1950 - 2016)

PROJECTS BY
ZAHA HADID
Hadid became famous for her worldwide
reach, creating transformative cultural,
corporate, residential and other spaces
that work in synchronicity with their
surroundings, on four continents and in
many different countries.

MAXXI National Museum of 21st Century Arts
Rome, Italy

Serpentine Sackler Gallery
London

Heydar Aliyev Cultural Centre
Azerbaijan

Galaxy SOHO
Beijing, China

A MASTER
MASTERPIECE
IN THE CITY
Every square inch of The Opus has been designed by Late Zaha Hadid
and her vision brought to life by Omniyat's exceptionally talented team
Once open, The Opus will be a central part of Dubai's lifestyle and a
destination for those who want to explore the best of Dubia's grandeur.

AT THE HEART
OF BURJ KHALIFA
DISTRICT
The Opus is the beating heart of the
Burj Khalifa District. The building has
easy access from Sheikh Zayed Road, Al
Khail Road and Downtown Dubai. It is
minutes away from the Burj Khalifa.
With only 15 minutes drive to the Dubai
International Airport and 25 minutes
from the Al maktoum International
(DWC) Airport, The Opus is a place to
connect with like minded entrepreneurs
and connoisseurs.

THE DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE

THE VOID
THAT GIVES
OPUS ITS
GRANDEUR
The Opus by Zaha Hadid comprises two
structures that form a single cube which
appears to hover above the ground,
eroded by a fluid void.
The void is what makes The Opus
by Zaha Hadid an inspirational and
futuristic architectural and design
phenomenon. The void adds a poetic
beauty to The Opus, mirroring a natural
wonder to admire and appreciate.

THE BRIDGE
ARCHITECHTURAL
AND ENGINEERING
MARVEL
Like the void, the bridge is a one-ofa-kind architectural and engineering
marvel. It connects the two towers of
The Opus, interlinking its mixed use
spaces, arching over the void.
The bridge is manufactured with curved
double glass, double curved aluminum
frames, and steel elements.
It consists of three floors of the most
exclusive serviced residences, where our
honored guests will enjoy not only a
spectacular view but also the feeling of
being at the pinnacle.

LIFTS
SYSTEM

FACADE
SYSTEM

Offices, Serviced Apartments and Hotel will
have independent entrances with dedicated
lifts.

The building facade utilises 3 facade
systems:

Office towers we will have 6 dedicated
lifts for the offices per tower along with 3
basement lifts per tower.
Serviced Apartments will have 2 lifts
dedicated per tower. Service lift is also
available in each tower that will serve all the
levels in the building.
Hotel will also have a 3 dedicated passenger
lifts and 4 service lifts.
There are a total of 31 lifts in The Opus.

• Stick system on the two lowest floors
• Unitized system facade on the sides of
the building
• Skylight system for the atrium
The entire design of the void facade has
been completed using complex architectural
3D software.
The void has a total of 4,544 pieces of
double curved glass, each piece is unique designed and constructed individually.
Each glass panel has been installed with
an LED light that will light up the centre
building. With a total of 4,300 LED lights
the void will be a show in itself.

ME DUBAI
ATRIUM
A LOOK INTO
THE FUTURE
The Atrium is focul point in the building
connecting every section to each other.
The void brings in the sunlight during the day and
the light show of the LED lights at night giving the
building a unique buzz of its own.

The Atrium consists of:
• ME Dubai Hotel Reception
• Access to the offices lobbies
• Access to the Serviced Residences lobby
• Access to the F&B outlets at The Opus
• Access to the Meeting Rooms and Business
facilities at ME Dubai
• Lounge area and cafe

BESPOKE
FURNITURE
DESIGNED BY
ZAHA HADID
All the furniture has been designed
by Zaha Hadid, inspired by nature
and custom made for The Opus. The
furniture is designed to cater to the large
flow of people in The Opus Atrium and
aethetically enhance the elegance of the
pristine white atrium design.

GRAND CANOPY
DESIGNED BY
ZAHA HADID
The canopy at the arrival of ME Dubai
Hotel is another art piece designed by
Zaha Hadid to frame the entrance of the
hotel and give its guests a larger than life
welcome.

LANDSCAPE
DESIGN
The landscape design is complementary
to the overall architecture of The Opus
by Zaha Hadid. It’s created to be a
plaza with integrated water features
and plantation. The minimalistic
arrangement of the landscaping aims to
highlight the building’s unique features,
to facilitate arrival and departure, an
easy and smooth flow of people in and
out, through the building.
All around the building, the setting and
experience are calming and unobtrusive,
with breakout spaces for food and
beverage.

LIFE AT
THE OPUS

ABOUT
MELIÁ HOTELS
INTERNATIONAL
Founded in 1956 in Mallorca (Spain),
Meliá Hotels International operates
more than 390 hotels (portfolio and
pipeline) throughout more than 40
countries, with brands including Gran
Meliá Hotels & Resorts, Paradisus by
Meliá, ME by Meliá, Meliá Hotels
& Resorts, INNSiDE by Meliá, Sol

A COLLECTION OF LUXURY HOTELS

contemporary resorts and urban hotels
by Meliá and TRYP by Wyndham.
The Company is the global leader in
resort hotels, while also leveraging its
experience to consolidate the growing
segment of the leisure-inspired urban
market.

AWARDS
MELIA HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, SILVER CLASS AWARD IN THE SUSTAINABILITY YEARBOOK 2019

RobecoSAM’s CORPORATE SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT 2018
MELIÁ HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, ENVIRONMENTAL AWARD FINALIST

TOURISM FOR TOMORROW AWARDS DE WORLD TRAVEL AND TOURISM COUNCIL (WTTC)
MELIÁ HOTELS INTERNATIONAL, INNOVATION AWARD FOR THE CREATION OF ITS BRAND ME BY MELIÁ

PREMIOS EMPRESARIALES VOCENTO
GABRIEL ESCARRER JAUME, #15 (+14) TOP 50 MOST INFLUENTIAL HOTEL PROFESSIONALS WORKING IN THE MIDDLE EAST HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY

HOTELIER MIDDLE EAST'S ANNUAL POWER 50 RANKING 2018
GABRIEL ESCARRER JAUME, TOP LEADER OF FAMILY BUSINESS

EUROPEAN FAMILY BUSINESS AWARDS

Designed by the late architect Dame
Zaha Hadid, The Opus will be home
to ME Dubai.
ME Dubai will consist of 189 rooms
and suites along with a distinct mix
of F&B experiences.
ME is a brand of experience-based
personality hotels to create a level
of involvement, indulgence and
personality, unrivaled in the region.
Not all guests are the same. This is
the driving philosophy - an exquisite,

new-generation hotel experience,
which offers the highest level of
service, the best culinary and leisure
offerings coupled with an emphasis
on social lifestyle, energy and
personal branding.
The AURA is the essence of ME.
As the brand’s main attribute and
unique concept, it encompasses the
total experience of ME.
The emotional connection between
the guest, the moment and the brand
is where the AURA is born.

GLOBAL
PRESENCE
Our guests love contemporary art and design, international
cuisine, and world music. They choose to always explore
new locations, adding different, thrilling experiences to their
exclusive lifestyle. Capturing these elements in a variety of
urban and resort destinations, ME by Meliá has become a
recognized brand for trendsetters and opinion-makers.

ME LONDON

ME IBIZA

ME CABO

ME SITGES

ME MADRID

ME MILAN

ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN

ART & MUSIC

Architecture and design are at the
core of ME. Our appreciation of
aesthetics is evident in every element
of our hotels – we collaborate with
the most innovative architects and
designers from around the world.

We carefully curate artistic
experiences for our guests, expressing
our deep affinity with contemporary
culture by nurturing artists who
embody ME’s vibrant personality.
Artist collaborations are in our DNA.
Music is the pulse of the ME brand.

AURA MANAGERS

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Our AURA team embody the ME
brand, creating the ambiance and
energy of each hotel and ensuring
that every guest makes a meaningful
connection with ME. The Aura team
make sure each stay is tailored to our
guests’ tastes.

Our food and beverage outlets bring
world renowned gastronomy into
our hotels, creating social hotspots
which bring together guests and
locals alike. RADIO Rooftop is our
signature rooftop bar, mingling expert
mixologists, incredible panoramic
views and a mixture of local and
international movers and shakers.

Hotel Opening
December 2019

ME DUBAI
HOTEL
• 189 hotel rooms / suites and residential
apartments with a minimalist design
and state-of-the-art technology and
unexpected details
• With a spectacular menu offering
audaciously reinterpreted
Mediterranean dishes served in a
sophisticated surrounding
• Luxurious facilities and areas, like the
Spa, designed to take care of your
mind and body with personalised
treatments
• A splendid out-of-the-ordinary
backdrop for holding meetings, events
and private parties
• Aura Manager available 24 hours a day
• We personalise your favourite music in
your room
• High-tech health facilities
• SPA facilities

GUEST
ROOMS
The guest rooms at the ME Dubai are
congruent with Zaha Hadid’s signature
design, inspired by the natural world of
sky, sea and plants. Her organic shapes,
flowing in appearance, combine with
geometric structures to create positive
energy and a calming, serene mood.
From the texture of the sinuous walls
and doors to every piece of furniture,
each element in the rooms is designed by
Zaha Hadid.

ROOM
CATEGORIES
93 rooms and suites and 96 residential
apartments. A room to fit your personality and
mood starting from 506 sq.ft. up to 2,131 sq.ft.
• AURA Room		

• VIBE Room

• CHIC Suite		

• PASSION Suite

• ME Suite		

• PERSONALITY Suite

ME +
SERVICE

MEETINGS &
EVENTS

A personalized sensational experience.
Guests staying in the suites in ME Dubai
enjoy an exclusive ME+ Service with a
variety of luxury privileges. A range of A
La Carte services are available and will be
arranged by your AURA Manager who is
all things to all people, at all times: your
personal assistant, advisor, concierge,
secretary and lifestyle advocate.

ME Dubai has intelligent rooms equipped with
latestgeneration technology tailored to your
requirements and budget. Versatile and surprising
spaces that inspire great moments. State of the art 3
breakout rooms and one board rooms that caters to
the special requirements.

RESTAURANTS
A dynamic mix of entertainment &
gourmet delights to indulge the senses.

THE OPUS
LOBBY LOUNGE

CENTRÀL A SPANISH
EATERY & BAR

A fresh evolving experience

A cool, culinary epicentre

The ME Dubai Lobby Lounge is
an entertaining and always evolving
environment. It offers culturally exciting
activities, artists’ workshops and
exhibitions, a varied snack food selection,
and innovative drinks options.

Centràl starts the day bright and early as a
vibrant “à la carte” breakfast setting, then
gets prepped for high-powered business
lunches. In the afternoon it chills with
aperitivo-style drinks and tapas combos,
and transitions straight into a buzzing and
happening dinner destination and music
bar.

Our stylish service team will delight you
with artistic and trendy drinks displays:
from afternoon tea inspired by current
fashion and art happenings, to hip and
cool mocktails. The menu is dynamic
and will change with the season or to
accommodate for the patronage of
famous chefs and artists.

ROKA BY
ZUMA

MAINE OYSTER &
GRILL

THE
NIGHTCLUB

Following the huge success of ROKA,
part of the ZUMA London group,
Hamish Brown, Group Executive
Chef will bring you some of London´s
most iconic dishes, including robata, a
selection of sushi and sashimi, alongside
dishes from the main kitchen.

Located in the impressive lobby, you will
find our fantastic oyster bar where you
can relax and enjoy our fresh seafood,
to nibble between hours or for a meal
or a light dinner. The best sea flavours
accompanied by a careful selection of
wines and champagne.

The Opus is one of the most exclusive
and trending clubs in the region with
1,230 square meters.

HEALTH
CLUB
Operated by ME Dubai, the 700 square meters
health club at The Opus will provide a range of
fitness and health experiences. Focusing on healthy
lifestyle the fully equipped gymnasium is and
exercise rooms utilize personalized trainers to give
the most out of a workout.
Steam and sauna facilities are also available for you
to unwind.

INTIMATE SPA
EXPERIENCE
The Opus spa, operated by ME Dubai will
provide a sophisticated and personalized
spa experience. The architecture of the void
creates an intimate experience as you enter
the spa, capturing dramatic views of the
void. The spa provides a private experience
for its guest that can accommodate
separate male and female along with couple
treatments.

POOL
DECK
An amazing 20 meter pool with a wet
deck area, sun lounges and exclusive
cabanas, the pool deck is a paradise for
those who want to relax.
The poolside F&B terrace that provides
a healthy menu and al fresco dining
services its guests round the clock.
Enjoy, refresh and refuel with vistas of
Downtown Dubai and Burj Khalifa.
Healthy al la carte dining at the refuel
bar serves guest, pool deck and a
outdoor terrace capturing views of
Dubai and Burj Khalifa.

OFFICES

WORKING AT
THE OPUS
Offices at The Opus have intricate design
and layout. Each floor has bright and
spacious offices with large floor to ceiling
height ratio and glass windows creating
an environment that is designed to
inspire and increase productivity.
Each office is an impressive statement
of style and exclusivity for businesses as
well as clients.

OFFICES AT
THE OPUS
• Grade A offices
• Efficient floor plans allowing for sought after
occupancy ratio
• Floor to ceiling height of 2.8 meters
• Common amenities available
• 98% efficiency of carpet area
• Great views of Burj Khalifa
• High quality neighbor tenants
• 6 levels of car parking available for tenants & visitors
• Exclusive valet services
• Dedicated offices lobbies for each tower

MEP SPEC
DELIVERED
• Empower chilled water connection with meter
• Du consolidation point
• DEWA electrical board
• Connection to fire life safety systems
• Drainage and water provisions for toilet and pantry

PRIVILEGES FOR
OWNERS / TENANTS
• Direct hotel access from office lobbies
to a world of F&B and hotel services
• Food and beverage at privileged rates
• Health club access
• Hotel services avail on a la carte basis
• Roof bar, restaurant, terrace and
viewing platform
• 24/7 security
• 24/7 reception and concierge

RESIDENCES

LIVING AT
THE OPUS
The Opus Residences by Zaha Hadid
are designed for those with a discerning
eye, a taste for the extraordinary, a
habit of acquiring only the best. The
limited collection of 96 residences will be
serviced by ME Dubai and offer a range
of sizes, from one and two bedroom to
the extraordinary duplex and triplex
apartments.
The residents have full access to all hotel
facilities and amazing amenities and
an eclectic variety of innovative F&B
experiences at The Opus.

THE OPUS
RESIDENCES
The Opus is the only development in
the world that is fully designed by Zaha
Hadid. The residences are designed
and furnished by Zaha Hadid. The
residences are furnished elegantly with
pieces designed exclusively for The Opus
Residences or selected by Zaha Hadid.

THE OPUS
RESIDENCES
Fully equipped with the best European
brand of appliances and a high-end
granite bench top, your kitchen is ready
to take on any challenge.

Gaggenau and Miele appliances:
• Electric oven
• Gas cook top
• Refrigerator
• Dishwasher
• Washing machine/ dryer

THE OPUS
RESIDENCES
The Opus Residences are fitted
with limited edition line of Noken
sanitaryware designed by Zaha Hadid
exclusively for The Opus.
Technology is integrated seamlessly in
the apartment to give you easy access to
the lighting, air condition and curtains to
make your time at home as convenient as
possible.

THE OPUS
RESIDENCES
Residents will enjoy an array of benefits
from ME Dubai
• Private 24/7 reception and concierge
• Direct hotel access to a world of F&B
and hotel services
• Hotel services at privileged rates
• Food and beverages at privileged rates
• Health club access
• State of the art conferencing
• Roof bar, restaurant, terrace and
viewing platform

FACTS
LOCATION

VIEWS

HOTEL FACILITIES

Burj Khalifa District , Dubai,
United Arab Emirates

Fantastic Views of the Burj
Khalifa and Dubai Water Canal

Spa , Meeting and Conference
Facilities, Swimming pool, Health
Club

PLOT SIZE

HOTEL OPERATOR

151,303 sq.ft.

ME BY MELIA

USES

BUILT UP AREA

HOTEL RATING

2 million sq. ft.

5 Star

Office, Hotel, Hotel Apartments,
Residences, Retail, Food &
Beverage

BUILDING HEIGHT

RESTAURANTS, CAFES, RETAIL

CONCIERGE & VALET

95 meters

15 Outlets

Available 24/7

CAR PARKS

SECURITY

1,912 Bays

CC TV controlled 24/7

Langham Place Residences
Downtown Dubai
The Langham Group have amassed an impressive array of awards
for excellence in the field of luxury hospitality, including the award
for the World’s Most Popular Luxury Hotel Brands, in 2015.
Omniyat, Dubai’s most prestigious and respected developer has
strategically partnered with this eminent international hotel operator
to add Langham Place Downtown Dubai to its portfolio of trophy
assets a modern embodiment of the immaculate Langham style
and tradition. The 167 hotel rooms and 239 fully-serviced five star
residences; ranging from deluxe to one, two and three bedroom
suites, and duplex penthouses is currently under construction.

The Sterling

The Pad

Made for globetrotting connoisseurs, The Sterling is close to the

Built with a unique slant angle of 6.5 degree, and coupled with a

best that Dubai has to offer. It is less than 7 kilometres away from

stunning façade to illuminate the Burj Khalifa district, The Pad is

the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC), 11 kilometres away

home to one of Dubai’s most luxurious furnished apartments, for

from the Trade Centre, 10 minutes away from the upcoming Dubai

those who want to live, work and play Miami-style.

Design District and just a couple of minutes away from The Dubai
Mall.
It comprises two towers – The East House and The West House –
and offers fantastic views of Burj Khalifa, Mohammed Bin Rashid
City and The Creek. Take your pick from a wide array of elegant
penthouses, bedroom residences and exclusive townhouses.

One At Palm Jumeirah
Dorchester Collection

Crafted for the most privileged of the privileged few.
On the world’s premier man-made island, this is where every man
is an island. Designed by the award winning New Yorker firm SOMA
Architects, ONE is an eye-catching architectural statement that
draws reality to the ethereal. Japanese interior design firm Super
Potato harnesses imagination through their tactile approach of
utilizing different materials. Every unit becomes a statement of
personal taste and rigor furnished by high-end design.

